Customer case study
Field of study: Epigenetics

In Fetal Alcohol Study,
IPA Finds the Signal
in the Noise

Western University scientist Ben Laufer
uses IPA from QIAGEN to take a systems
approach in his study of epigenetic changes
in fetal alcohol spectrum disorders.

Sample to Insight

At Western University, Ben Laufer is making strides in demonstrating the
rampant genome-wide changes related to fetal alcohol syndrome and
related disorders, a group of diseases that have been difficult to study
due to heterogeneity in exposure and subsequent symptoms. By using
QIAGEN’s Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA), he has proven that widespread epigenetic changes once written off as biological noise are in fact
effects of alcohol exposure during fetal development.

Laufer says the real power of IPA is in its sys-

FASD Focus

tems approach — the tool lets him analyze a
constellation of data that would be daunting

Laufer started out with plans to attend medical

to study manually. Because that data encom-

school, but even during his undergraduate

passes such a broad spectrum of biological

studies he found himself pulled toward science

changes, even careful inspection would likely

instead. “I realized that the people making the

miss the common threads.

difference and developing the technologies
that we see in medicine weren’t the doctors but

But IPA can process and make sense of these

the scientists,” he recalls. “I’ve always been

large data sets, offering the narrative that

interested in changing things rather than doing

explains how these changes relate to each

things the way they are.”

other. In a recent experiment, Laufer fed IPA
several data sets that seemed to show little

He hasn’t looked back since. Now a PhD

biological significance. “After just 10 minutes

candidate at Western University, his focus is

in IPA, we had our eureka,” he says. “It was

on epigenetics, a field that was just taking off

great.”

when he began his degree program under the
guidance of Dr. Shiva Singh. “The realization

“

A lot of past research
has been bogged down
by heterogeneity and the
challenge of not being
able to get past it statistically. This area has been
underexplored because
of that.
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IPA is also an important tool for allowing

that there’s much more to heritable information

biologists to perform advanced computational

than the four DNA bases was a big topic in

analyses that might otherwise be the domain of

the field when I started,” he says. Some of his

expert bioinformaticians, Laufer notes. “It helps

PI’s lab focused on fetal alcohol spectrum dis-

to bridge this very wide gap that we’re seeing

orders (FASD), so Laufer decided to apply new

in biology between people with a statistical or

epigenetic technologies to that research area.

bioinformatics background and people with a

FASD offers Laufer the opportunity to do what

biology background,” he adds.

he always wanted to: make a difference in
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medicine. Current diagnostics for children sus-

he used gene expression arrays, DNA meth-

pected to have FASD are rudimentary — mea-

ylation arrays, and microRNA expression

suring distance between the eyes, for example,

arrays. “It was an overwhelming amount of

to see if there’s a deviation from normal. If

data,” Laufer says. “I needed to incorporate

Laufer can determine a telltale epigenetic code

three different technologies to get a picture

indicative of FASD, it would be a major step

of what’s going on in fetal alcohol exposure

toward improved diagnostics in the field.

in the brain.”

FASD comprises a range of conditions, with

That data storm prompted Laufer to use IPA

fetal alcohol syndrome the most severe.

to make sense of the data, which showed

Scientists estimate there may be six babies

many small changes across the genome. “IPA

born with FASD out of every 1,000 live births,

helped us pick out these buried expression

but diagnosis is so challenging and inconsis-

modules that we were seeing,” he says. “A

tent that some experts believe this significantly

lot of standard analysis approaches can’t

underestimates the problem. People with FASD

tackle that type of data.”

“

We didn’t expect to see
that broad of a change.
Ingenuity not only confirmed the results but gave
them a degree of power
beyond just statistics by
incorporating the biology
into it.

may have symptoms from facial abnormalities
and growth deficiency to cognitive impairment

What IPA found was that the changes were

and other damage to the central nervous sys-

not due to noise, as the team had feared

tem. “Fetal alcohol really is a disease of the

since a full third of the epigenome showed

epigenome, with regulatory elements being

alterations even to moderate alcohol expo-

most damaged,” Laufer notes.

sure. “We didn’t expect to see that broad of
a change,” Laufer says. “Ingenuity not only

The severity of symptoms may correspond to

confirmed the results but gave them a degree

the fetal development stage at the time of alco-

of power beyond just statistics by incorporat-

hol exposure, as well as the level and duration

ing the biology into it.” IPA results indicated

of exposure. These confounding variables

that the changes were not random, as they

make studying FASD very difficult. “A lot of

had appeared in the raw microarray data. In

past research has been bogged down by het-

fact, they were associated with a number of

erogeneity and the challenge of not being able

biological functions that had previously been

to get past it statistically,” Laufer says. “This

linked to FASD — and even some novel ones

area has been underexplored because of that.”

that have been implicated in schizophrenia
and autism.

The Big Picture

Laufer and his colleagues used the IPA results
to determine that a paired reaction of DNA

Much of Laufer’s current work involves using

methylation and microRNAs was occurring

microarrays to study mice modeling fetal alco-

in FASD cases. Clusters of microRNAs were

hol exposure, with a specific focus on neuro-

highly environmentally responsive because

logical changes. In a recent research project,

of their reliance on epigenetic marks; alcohol
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“

Ease of Use

exposure altered the methylation state of these
With microarrays,
who have been on diagnostic
RGIchanged
Ingenuity
Variant Analysis is one tool they’ve
regions, odysseys.
which in turn
the regulation
I can’t look into every
single
gene that’s
being to obtain
enables
patients
genome
or
exome
used
for
RGI
patients, While
and Haraksingh
patterns of these microRNA regions. “These
Laufer reliessays
on IPA to get high-quality
pulled up in every single
sequencing, often supported
by
crowdfundthat
its
ease
of
use
makes
the
application
a
large clusters of microRNAs regulate a lot of
data analysis, he appreciates
the easy-to-use
case. IPA has given me a
lot ing.
of insight
I might
But that
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still a lotcomplex
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interpretation
natural
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who come
from
other
that seem
to befitunique
to
interface
of the
tool.
“If you can use Facebook
have overlooked and
required to get usefulmammals,”
information
backnotes.
to
backgrounds. “It allows
people
who you
aren’t
Laufer
and
Excel,
then
can use IPA,” he says. “I
really pushed my project
forward.
patients. Often, the standard analysis perexperts in genomics tothink
quickly
ask
questions
it would be a good fit for pretty much any-

formed by sequencing “With
centersIPA
is you
not sufficient
about
data
without one.”
havingThe
to worry
about can handle everything
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at thethebig
picture
application
for understanding thesesee
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together
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its full context
and
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simple to
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challenging cases.

informatics
pipelines,”
she complicated
says. “Variantprojects integrating mulmake your inferences frombest
there,”
he says,
to more
Analysis
is
so
intuitive
and
easy
to use
adding that these results have given the team
tiple data types
andthat
sources, he notes.

“As the director of RGI’s
Science
2.0 initiaable
to pick
enough
confidence
in beingthey’re
able to
solve
the it up quickly.”
tive, I lead a team of 12
researchersdilemma
with the that they are now movheterogeneity
It is also essential for saving time on literature
mission of analyzing the
and studies.
medi- They’re
Ultimately,
Haraksingh
hopes that
the microarrays,
deep
ing genomic
on to human
currently
colsearches.
“With
I can’t look into
cal data from our patients
to
try
to
figure
out
analysis
she
can
provide
to
patients
will
yield
laborating with a pediatrician from a region of
every single gene that’s being pulled up in
what’s going on,” Haraksingh
progress, if not the exactevery
answer,
for case,”
each case
Canadasays.
withUltimately,
a high FASD prevalence.”
single
Laufer says. IPA prioritizes
the volunteers write an in-depth research report
— be it a new genetic results
lead orbased
connecting
the literature, helping him
on the
for each patient that is used to refer the case
to outside specialists or garner knowledge for

patient to a specialist who
provide
more
avoidcan
those
tedious
dead-end searches. “IPA
insight. “It’s been extremely
gratifying
to
apply
has given me a lot of insight that I might have

future research from RGI’s global network of

my expertise in the nonprofit
sector,”
shereally
says. pushed my project foroverlooked
and

scientists.

ward.”
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